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I support policies of intact government, individual responsibility, the rules of law, private property rights, and incentive-based systems. Specifically, I support modernizing the Endangered Species Act and the Equal Access to Justice Act.

No. I support more choice, competition, and transparency in health care systems. I supported expanded health savings accounts and more patient involvement in health care decisions. I support competition across borders and state allowed waivers of health care requirements - more state control.

The best legacy for these new high paying jobs is to costly the 30,000 pages of regulations eliminated by Pres. Trump through executive order. This would make the current improve in job creation permanent.

We need to grow and peel back regulations, support our agriculture, tech and manufactoring, and protect our natural resources – including coal, minerals and timber. As Jon Tester, I’ll push back and fight back against the radical environmentalists who want to create more good paying jobs in Montana.
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I'm not going to jeopardize thou
dreds of Montana jobs and give us
natural resources and protect our
environment. But, unlike Jon Tester,
I will never be up for negotiation!

I support the Affordable Care Act. It is a failed experiment. I don't support changes in federal gun laws do
Do you support the Affordable Care Act and if so, are there any changes you think are needed? If yes, what do you propose?

We must repeal and replace these changes, since they have been devastated with higher prices and fewer choices that have made health care completely unaffordable. I'll continue working to improve access and make health care costs bearable so we must provide more affordable options and better care to Montanans.

I believe more transparency is better, but above all, any reform must protect our freedom of speech guaranteed to all of us by the Constitution.

I am concerned with corporate money and anonymous “dark money” and understand free speech requirements under our Constitution. We need to balance these interests.

We need to emphasize mental health treatment, end sanctuary cities, support our agriculture products out of state

We need to grow the economy and make Montanans know how to spend their money.

I support the federal government program the wall on the books before any additional laws are created

I will always uphold, support and defend the Second Amendment and the U.S. Constitution. This is America. Everyone has a right to express their freedom of religion and thought, we don’t need more gun regulations. We need to emphasize mental health more and ensure we enforce laws or

We support building the wall. We can finance it by selling all the unused and back of the line to become citizens. We proceed with our construction

We are a nation of laws. It’s time we restore rule and order to this country. We need to fight back against the booster, the wall, deport criminals and finally bring in an end to sanctioned cities. We believe in the needs of the illegal immigrants ahead of Montanans and it’s completely unacceptable.

Candidate is required to answer the questions on the backs of the books and the questions found it.

The President is an expert regulator who is starting these negotiations from a position of strength. I applaud Pres. Trump for having the courage to stand up to China. We have every right to demand a better trade deal – a fair trade deal – that benefit our farmers and our country.

The President is an expert regulator who is starting these negotiations from a position of strength. I applaud Pres. Trump for having the courage to stand up to China. We have every right to demand a better trade deal – a fair trade deal – that benefit our farmers and our country.
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